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1. INTRODUCTION 

Statistical agencies measure the disclosure risk before releasing statistical outputs, for 

example frequency tables. This work discusses how information theoretical definitions, 

such as entropy and conditional entropy, can be employed to measure the disclosure risk 

in sample based frequency tables. A similar approach has been followed and a disclosure 

risk measure has been introduced in [1] for population based frequency tables. The above 

mentioned disclosure risk measure is modified and applied to sample based tables in this 

paper. The properties around which the disclosure risk measure for population based 

tables is built are in [1] and can be seen below. 

1. If only one cell is populated in the table, then the disclosure risk is high. 

2. Uniformly distributed frequencies imply low risk. 

3. Small cell values (i.e. ones and twos) are more disclosive than higher values. In 

general, the greater the cells, the lower the disclosure risk. 

4. Assume that two tables are given and there is only one cell populated in each 

table. The frequencies of the non-zero cells are equal. In this case we deem the 

table that has more cells (and therefore more zeroes) to be of higher disclosure 

risk. 

5. We would like the disclosure risk measure to be bounded by 0 and 1. 

Below we compare the disclosure risk measurement of population based tables to sample 

based ones. 

2. METHODS 

2.1. Information theoretical definitions 

In order to define the disclosure risk measure below, we need to introduce the entropy 

and the conditional entropy. The entropy of an 𝑋 random variable is defined as 

𝐻(𝑋) = −∑Pr(𝑋 = 𝑐𝑖) ∙ log Pr(𝑋 = 𝑐𝑖)

𝐾

𝑖=1

 

where 𝐶 = {𝑐1, 𝑐2, … , 𝑐𝐾} is the range of 𝑋. Entropy is zero if the distribution of 𝑋 is 

degenerate, and it is maximal if the distribution is uniform. 

Assume that 𝑋 and 𝑌 are two random variables with a common range 𝐶 = {𝑐1, 𝑐2, … , 𝑐𝐾}. 
(The domain of the variables must also be common.) The 𝐻(𝑋|𝑌) conditional entropy is 

defined as follows. 
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𝐻(𝑋|𝑌) = −∑Pr(𝑌 = 𝑐𝑗) ∙∑Pr(𝑋 = 𝑐𝑖|𝑌 = 𝑐𝑗) ∙ log Pr(𝑋 = 𝑐𝑖|𝑌 = 𝑐𝑗)

𝐾

𝑖=1

𝐾

𝑗=1

 

It is known that the conditional entropy cannot exceed the entropy, 𝐻(𝑋|𝑌) ≤ 𝐻(𝑋). 

2.2. The disclosure risk measure 

In this work we focus mainly on attribute disclosure. Attribute disclosure occurs if 

confidential information about an individual or more individuals can be retrieved from 

the released data. Attribute disclosure is likely to happen if the individuals are 

concentrated in one cell of the frequency table, i.e., the distribution of the table is 

degenerate, while the chance of attribute disclosure is low if the frequencies are 

distributed uniformly. This fact is in line with properties 1 and 2 listed above and is 

reflected exactly by 1 −
𝐻(𝑋)

log𝐾
. 

The disclosure risk measure for population based tables 

Denote the population based frequency table by 𝐹 = (𝐹1, 𝐹2, … , 𝐹𝐾). It implies that the 

size of the frequency table is 𝐾. Assume that the distribution of 𝑋 is (
𝐹1

𝑁
,
𝐹2

𝑁
, … ,

𝐹𝐾

𝑁
), 

where 𝑁 = ∑ 𝐹𝑖
𝐾
𝑖=1 . The disclosure risk for a population based frequency table is a 

weighted average defined as follows. 

 𝑅1(𝐹, 𝒘) = 𝑤1 ∙
|𝐷|

𝐾
+ 𝑤2 ∙ (1 −

𝐻(𝑋)

log𝐾
) − 𝑤3 ∙

1

√𝑁
∙ log

1

𝑒 ∙ √𝑁
 (1) 

Here 𝐷 denotes the set of zeroes in the table, therefore |𝐷| provides the number of 

zeroes. 𝒘 = (𝑤1, 𝑤2, 𝑤3) is the vector of weights, while 𝑒 is the base of the natural 

logarithm. The disclosure risk measure reflects the properties listed in section 1. 

If a statistical agency deem that a population based frequency table is of high disclosure 

risk, then a statistical disclosure control (SDC) method must be applied to the table. 

Denote the perturbed frequency table by 𝐺 = (𝐺1, 𝐺2, … , 𝐺𝐾). The disclosure risk of the 

perturbed table also must be assessed. However, the previously defined disclosure risk 

measure cannot be applied to the perturbed table since the perturbed table has more 

uncertainty. We define the disclosure risk after perturbation below. 

 
𝑅2(𝐹, 𝐺,𝒘) = 𝑤1 ∙ (

|𝐷|

𝐾
)

|𝐷∪𝐸|
|𝐷∩𝐸|

+ 𝑤2 ∙ (1 −
𝐻(𝑋)

log𝐾
) ∙ (1 −

𝐻(𝑋|𝑌)

𝐻(𝑋)
)

− 𝑤3 ∙
1

√𝑁
∙ log

1

𝑒 ∙ √𝑁
 

(2) 

Here 𝐸 is the set of zeroes in the perturbed frequency table. The disclosure risk of a 

perturbed table is expected to be lower than that of the original table. 𝑅2(𝐹, 𝐺,𝒘) 
satisfies this requirement. 

2.2.1. The disclosure risk measure for sample based tables 

While population based tables include every individual, only selected individuals 

contribute to sample based frequency tables. The 𝑅1(𝐹,𝒘) and 𝑅2(𝐹, 𝐺,𝒘) disclosure 
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risk measures are developed for population based tables and cannot be applied directly to 

sample based ones.  

Sampling can be considered as a special SDC method. The smaller number of individuals 

in sample based tables ensures protection against attribute disclosure to a certain extent. 

An intruder faces more uncertainty in a sample based table than in a population based 

table. Zeroes in the sample based table seemingly increase the chance of attribute 

disclosure. However, a zero in the sample based table is not necessarily zero in the 

population based table. If we consider the sample based table as the result of an SDC 

method, then 𝑅2(𝐹, 𝐺,𝒘) should be applied in order to evaluate the disclosure risk, 

where 𝐹 is the population based table and 𝐺 is the sample based table. 

Our assumption is that only a sample based table and 𝑁 are known, therefore our aim is 

to estimate 𝐻(𝑋), 𝐻(𝑋|𝑌) and |𝐷| for the population based table. In this paper this aim 

is achieved by estimating population frequencies. From the estimated population 

frequencies the above mentioned quantities can be calculated as for ‘true’ population 

based tables. The table cell probabilities may be estimated from the sample by models. 

3. RESULTS 

Our preliminary results are given below. More detailed results will be available in the 

full paper. 

The data we used is an extract from the 2001 UK census tables. We applied the 

disclosure risk measures to two-dimensional tables. The population of 10 selected output 

areas consists of 2449 individuals. Three sampling fractions are considered here, they are 

0.1, 0.05 and 0.01. Both the population based and sample based tables were generated. A 

log-linear model, applied to the sample based table, provided the estimated cell 

probabilities. Denote these probabilities by 𝑃 = (𝑝1, 𝑝2, … , 𝑝𝐾). The sample based table, 

denoted by 𝑓 = (𝑓1, 𝑓2, … , 𝑓𝐾), and the population based table are assumed to follow the 

multinomial distribution, 

𝑓~𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑚(𝑛; 𝑝1, 𝑝2, … , 𝑝𝐾), 

𝐹~𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑚(𝑁; 𝑝1, 𝑝2, … , 𝑝𝐾). 

It implies that the distribution of 𝐹 − 𝑓 is also multinomial, 

 𝐹 − 𝑓~𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑚(𝑁 − 𝑛; 𝑝1, 𝑝2, … , 𝑝𝐾) (3) 

Therefore we drew 𝑁 − 𝑛 ‘new individuals’ from (3) and added them to the sample 

based table, thereby estimating the population frequencies. (The full paper will discuss 

more models to estimate the population frequencies.) 𝑅1(𝐹,𝒘) and 𝑅2(𝐹, 𝑓, 𝒘) can be 

calculated and compared on both the known and estimated population frequencies. For 

each sampling fraction the sampling was carried out 1,000 times, for each sample based 

table the population frequencies were estimated 1,000 times and the average disclosure 

risk measures were calculated. The results are shown below for the output area (10 

output areas)  religion table, which has a size of 𝐾 = 90. The weights we used are 

𝒘 = (0.1, 0.8, 0.1) for both (1) and (2). More numerical results will be available in the 

full paper. 
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  Sampling fraction 

  0.1 0.05 0.01 

𝑅1(𝐹,𝒘) 
From true population frequencies 0.2315 0.2315 0.2315 

From estimated population frequencies 0.2299 0.2417 0.3106 

𝑅2(𝐹, 𝑓,𝒘) 
From true population frequencies 0.1695 0.1533 0.0955 

From estimated population frequencies 0.1720 0.1711 0.1881 

 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The preliminary results indicate reasonable estimates for 𝑅1(𝐹,𝒘) and 𝑅2(𝐹, 𝑓,𝒘) for a 

two-dimensional table. These disclosure risk measures were applied to population 

frequency tables previously. The paper demonstrates that the disclosure measures can be 

applied to sample based frequency tables. The estimations are less precise for lower 

sampling fractions but it may be attributed to the small number of individuals (and 

therefore more zero frequencies) in sample based tables. Investigation of more estimation 

methods, especially for low sampling fractions, needs to be accomplished. 

In the literature disclosure risk measures have been applied to cells. In this paper 

𝑅1(𝐹, 𝒘) and 𝑅2(𝐹, 𝑓, 𝑤) quantify the disclosure risk of the entire frequency table. The 

relatively easy computation of 𝑅1(𝐹,𝒘) and 𝑅2(𝐹, 𝑓, 𝒘) makes the disclosure risk 

assessment quick and they can be estimated ‘on-the-fly’. The properties of 𝑅1(𝐹,𝒘) and 

𝑅2(𝐹, 𝑓,𝒘) will be further investigated. 
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Table 1. Disclosure risk measures of output areas × religion table from true population 

frequencies and from estimated population frequencies for three sampling fractions 
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